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Spin-correlated interferometry for polarized and unpolarized photons
on a beam splitter
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Spin-correlated interferometry of the fourth order for independent polarized as well as unpolarized
photons arriving simultaneously at a beam splitter and exhibiting spin correlation while leaving it
is formulated and discussed in the quantum approach. The beam splitter is recognized as a source
of genuine singlet photon states. Also, typical nonclassical beating between photons taking part in
the interference of the fourth order is given a polarization-dependent explanation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quite a number of papers were recently engaged in the
study of nonclassical fourth-order interference of inde-
pendent sources [1—18]. It proved to be a powerful tool for
checking on possible new quantum principles and features
as well as on the nonstandard interpretations of quantum
phenomena. For example, Dirac's principle that each
photon interferes only with itself seems to be valid only
for the standard interference of the second order while for
the nonclassical interference of the fourth order it should
read as follows: each pair of photons interferes only with
itself [3,6]. As for the nonstandard interpretations, the
nonclassical interference of the fourth order, in particu-
lar with the down-converted beams, was recently used for
disproving both local and nonlocal hidden-variable theo-
ries. Ou, Hong, and Mandel [1,7,9] have elaborated and
carried out a new type of the Bell-like experiment against
local hidden-variable theories which was then extended
by Yurke and Stoler [12] to three independent sources, by
Zukowski, Zeillinger, Horne, and Ekert [13] to indepen-
dent correlated pairs in the configuration space, and by
Pavicic and Summhammer [14,15] to independent corre-
lated pairs in the spin space. On the other hand, Wang,
Zou, and Mandel [17] carried out an experiment to test
de Broglie —Bohm pilot (guiding "ghost") waves (without
the latter being physically blocked) according to a setup
proposed by the Selleri-Croca school and obtained a neg-
ative result.

The aforementioned extension in the spin space
brought us to a new phenomenon —spin-correlated
interferometry —which asks for an independent elabora-
tion. So, in this paper we elaborate the spin-correlated
interferometry of the fourth order for two polarized as
well as unpolarized photons arriving simultaneously at a
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beam splitter and in a forthcoming paper [16] the spin-
correlated interferometry for the independent pairs of
spin- (polarization) correlated photons. We call the phe-
nomena spin correlat-ed interferometry because it turns
out that two photons which simultaneously leave a beam
splitter always leave it correlated in spin no matter how
they were prepared, i.e., no matter whether they were
previously polarized or not. The interferometry is based
on an experiment we put forward in Refs. [14,15] which is
a realization of the fourth-order interference of randomly
prepared independent photons correlated in polarization
and coming fl. om independent sources.

Of the two experiments we consider in this paper,
the first one puts together two polarized photons, makes
them interact on a beam splitter, and allows us to infer
the dependence of the typical nonclassical fourth-order
beating on the mutual polarization of the incoming pho-
tons when no polarization is measured as well as to in-

fer modulated polarization (spin) correlations when it is
measured. The second experiment puts together two un-

polarized photons coming out from two simultaneous but
independent cascade processes of two simultaneously ex-
cited independent atoms, makes them interact on a beam
splitter, and then allows us to infer polarization (spin)
correlations by simultaneous measurement of the polar-
izations of the photons.

On the other hand, the present elaboration of the
fourth-order interference on a beam splitter in spin space
attempts to fill a gap in the literature. While the in-
terference of the fourth-order in configuration space has
been elaborated in detail in the literature [1,3,4,10,11],
the interference lacks a detailed elaboration and appar-
ently a proper understanding in spin space. One of the
rare partial elaborations was provided by Ou, Hong, and
Mandel for a special case of orthogonally polarized pho-
tons [19]. They recognized that orthogonally polarized
photons incoming to a symmetrically positioned beam
splitter produce a singlet-like state at a beam splitter
[1,7,9,19] and that parallelly polarized photons incoming
to a symmetrically positioned beam splitter never appear
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on its opposite sides [20].
To be able to follow the main features of the experi-

ments presented in Sec. II, we develop the basic formal-
ism in Sec. III and calculate the setups in the plane-wave
approach in Sec. IV. In Sec. V we discuss the obtained
interference patterns.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The essential part of both experiments —for polar-
ized as well as for unpolarized photons —is presented in
Fig. 1, which is, in eH'ect, a slightly modi6ed 6gure &om
Ref. [21]. The only difFerences for the two cases below
are the sources.

disabled. To overcome this we can use &equency 6lters
(prisms) that would separate the photons emerging from
the beam splitter according to their &equency and would
direct Chem to two bire&ingent polarizers P, and P,
and through them to four detectors D~»D, D~„D, in
each arm. Simultaneous firing (i.e., within the shortest
time feasible) of at least two detectors in oae arm then
discards the corresponding recording in both arms &om
the set of coincidence counts. In such a way we are able
to preselect a genuine singlet state of the photon pair
emerging from different sides of the beam splitter (see
Sec. IVA1). The setup also enables an experimental
veri6cation of the behavior of photons when they both
emerge &om the same side of a beam splitter presented
in Sec. IVA2.

A. Polarised photons

Two incoming independent photons in Fig. 1 are
emerging as signal and idler photons from a nonlinear
crystal as in the experiment of Ou and Maadel [7] with
the only diHerence that the polarization rotator can be
turned in any appropriate direction. Signal and idler
photons of &equencies u~ and u2 are produced in the
process of parametric down-conversion of a laser beam
(of the frequency uo ——uq + tu2) which interacts with the
nonlinear crystal (e.g. , LiIOs).

The two so obtained independent photons are then di-
rected to a beam splitter &om opposite sides. Photons
coming out from the beam splitter pass polarizers Pl
and/or P2 and fall oa detectors Dl and/or D2 In an.
actual setup a bire&ingent prism should be used for po-
larizers (allowing detection of polarization P and the per-
pendicular polarization P+) so as to enable zero detec-
tions by appropriate Dl+ and D2+ detectors (not showa
in Fig. 1). Pulse pairs arriving within an appropriate
time interval (typically 5 ns or shorter) are taken as co-
incidence counts. The coincidence counts obtained are
ascribed to the probability of detecting two photons for
possible settings of incoming and outgoing (polarizers Pl
and P2) polarizations.

Such a setup can, however, be faulted in that it fails
to adequately record photons when they both go to one
arm and when their triggering of the detectors should be
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FIG. 1. Outliue ef the experixaent.

B. Unpolarised photons

Signal and idler down-converted photons exnerging
&orn independent nonlinear crystals are parallelly po-
larized (+2' relative to the uv pn~p laser beam [7]).
Therefore such sources cannot be used to obtain unpo-
larized incoming photons, but we have at least two avail-
able sources. One is a cascade process, e.g. , (J = 0) ~
(J = 1) + (J = 0). It can be triggered by a simultaneous
pumping of a split laser beam. Due Co the random phases
of photons exnitted from two distinct atoms we shall have
no interference of the second order at all. In previous
experiments where sources of unpolarized photons were
needed, the sources were poorly localized because a bet-
ter localization was not necessary. For exaxnple, in As-
pect's experiments [22] the source atoms were located in
a 60 x 60 pm region, i.e., within the laser beam waist
diaxneter of the focused puxnping laser beam. Recently,
however, trapping of single atoms (as opposed to 3 x 10~0
atoms/cms in Aspect's experiment) down to 1 x 1 ym
has been achieved [23]. Another possible source is an-
other beam splitter, since, according to Eqs. (16) aad
(26), (two) photons leave it unpolarized whenever they
leave it at its opposite sides. The rest of the experiment
is the same as above for polarized photons.

III. FORMALISM

The state of polarized photons immediately after leav-
ing the sources is described by the product of two pre-
pared linear-polarization states

~@) = (cos8i ~l~)x + sin8x. ~l„)g)
8 (cos82 ~1 }2 + sin82 ~1„}2),

where ~1 ) and ~1„}denote the mutually orthogonal pho-
ton states. Thus, e.g. , ~1 }q means the state of a pho-
ton leaving the upper source polarized in direction x. If
the beam splitter were removed it would cause a "click"
at the detector D1 and no "click" at the detector D1
provided the bire&ingent polarizer Pl is oriented along
x. Here Dl means a detector counting photons com-
ing out at the other exit P (perpendicular polarization;
not shown in Fig. 1) of the birefringent prism Pl. An-
gles Hq, 82 are the angles along which incident photons
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are polarized with respect to a fixed direction.
For unpolarized photons the density matrix is pro-

portional to the unit matrix and this means that we

»» n«d products I1*)~ I1*)2 11*)~ 11w)2 11w)~ llw)2
and ~lw)q ~lw)2 to form partial probabilities, which then
sum up to the total correlation probability as shown in
Sec. IV.

To describe the interaction of photons with the beam
splitter, polarizers, and detectors we use the quantized
electric-field operators often employed in quantum op-
tical analysis, e.g. , by Paul [3], Mandel and co-workers
[5,6,8], and Campos et al. [10]. Because we use inde-
pendent sources, resulting random constant phases will
give Do interference of the second order so that we dis-
pense with them. As for polarization we introduce it by
means of two orthogonal scalar field components. Thus
the scalar components of the stationary electric-field op-
erators read

where t(w) = tg, h is the wave vectcr (h = w/c),

j = 1, 2 refer to a particular photon in question, V is
the quantization volume, fur) is the frequency set with a
bandwidth Eu, a(~) is the annihilation (lowering) opera-
tor at the angular &equency u, and ((u) is the frequency
density of the chosen form for the wave packet. In a sub-
sequent paper [16] we use the Gaussian wave packets and
therefore we have

x out = C +in&
sa

~aut = ein- (6)

Thus the action of the polarizers Pl, P2 and detectors
Dl. , D2 can be expressed as

ssa sss /j wai = ai~ ~t cos o; + a;„~t sj.n 8;,

where i = 1,2.
We obtain projections corresponding to the other

choices of polarizers and detectors by using appropriate
transformations instead of the ones given by Eqs. (9) and
(10). For example, we obtain the action of the polarizer
P2 (orthogonal to P2; in the experiment P2 and P2+
make a birefringent prism) and the corresponding detec-
tor D2 if we substitute

a2 ———a2~~t sine2+ a2y~t cose2

for Eq. (7). Hence the appropriate outgoing electric-field
operators read

wher« = (v T~, r = ~~R(, and T and B denote trans-
mittance and reBectance, respectively. To take the linear
polarization along orthogonal directions into account we
shall consider two sets of operators, i.e., their matrices

2

(((u) = [2~(b,~)] '~ exp
( 2b(u )

In this paper we consider only monochromatic waves,
i.e. , Au = 0 and g(u) = 1. Thus we deal here with plane
waves represented by the following field operators:

Eq ——(aq t cos8q + aqwtw sin8q) e'""'
+i (a2 r cos8g+ azwrwsin8g) e'""'

(9)

E;(r, , t) = a((u, )e'"~"' ' ". (4)

Of course, we tacitly assume that photons must arrive
at the beam splitter practically simultaneously, i.e., with
appropriate short delays. In the plane-wave approach
we cannot derive the conditions under which events gain
a particular visibility, but that does not acct the rea-
soning here since only the overall visibility is affected by
greater delays. In Ref. [16] we carry out the appropriate
calculations in detail using Gaussian wave packets and
we show that the experiment is feasible.

The annihilation operators describe joint actions of
polarizers, beam splitter, and detectors. The opera-
tors act on the states as follows: ax~~l~)q = ~0~)xt
o',.~0.)i = ~1.)i, oi.(0.)i = o «c.

We describe the action of the beam splitter by the
input annihilation operators aq; and a2i and the fol-
lowing output operators:

E2 ——(a2 t cos82+ azwtwsin82) e'"""
+i (aq~r~ cos 82 + aqwrw sin 82) e'"""

(10)

where ~~ is time delay after which the photon reaches
the detector D, ~~ is the &equency of photon j, and c is
the velocity of light. The detectors and the crystal are
assumed to be positioned symmetrically with regard to
the beam splitter so that two time delays suKce.

IV. DETECTION PROBABILITIES

A. Polariseck photons

f. Each photon tn one a~
~ ass

agent ——tagi„+ t ra2i„,

~ A

a2out= ~ ~alin + &a2in )

The joint interaction of both photons with the beam
splitter, polarizers P1,P2, and detectors D1,D2 is given
by the following projection of our wave function onto the
Pock vacuum space:
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A A

EIE2[4) = (t 812 T 6'12) cos81 cos82 cos81cos82+ (t t„s12sinHIcos82 —T TIIE12cos81sin82) sin81 cos82

+(t tss12 cos 81 sin 82 —rzrIIEI2 slI181 cos 82) cos 81 sin 82'

+(t„s12 —T„SI2)sin81 sin82 sin81 sin82 s~0),

where s = exp( —i [uI (t —TI) + (d2 (t —TI)]), SI2
exp i (k1 r1 + k2 r2), and s12 —— exp[i(k1 r2

+k2 r1)].
The corresponding probability of detecting the photons

by detectors D1,D2 is thus

P(81' ) 82') 81182) (@2@1@1+2)
= A + B —2ABCOSP,

where

This equation clarifies the minimum of the coincidence
rates obtained for the zq ——z2 positions of detectors
in Refs. [24—27]. We just have to recall again that sig-
nal and idler down-converted photons emerging &om in-
dependent nonlinear crystals used in these experiments
are parallelly polarized [7]. Conversely, by inserting
82' ——81 + s'/2 into Eq. (16) we obtain exactly what-
for P = 0 —Ou, Hong, and Mandel obtained in Ref. [9]
and what Ou and Mandel should have obtained also in
Refs. [1] and [7] (see [28]).

A = t cosHii cos82i cosHi cosHg= 2

+t„sinH~ sin82 sin8~ sin82

+t t„(cos81 sin 82 cos 81 sin 82

+ sin HI~ cos 82~ slI1 81 cos 82),

B = r~ cos 8~~ cos 82& cos Hy cos 822

+r sinH~ sin82 sinHq sin82

+r r„(cos81 sin82 sin81cos82
+sin81 cos82 cos81 sin82), (14)

For P = Ir our probability reads

P(HI~) 82~, 81,82) = (A+ B)
1= —[cos(81 —82) cos(82~ —81)
4
+ cos(Hp —HI) cos(82& —82)] ) (18)

while for P = s /2 it becomes

P(81' 82' 8l 82) = —Cos (81' —82) COS (82~ —81)=1 2 2
4.
+ cos (HI~ —81) cos (82~ —82) . (19)

&=(k2 —kI)»+(kI —k2)» =2~(» —21)/L

where I is the spacing of the interference fringes [1].
can be changed by moving the detectors transversely to
the incident beams.

To make the formula more transparent, without loss
of generality, in the following we shall consider a 50:50
beam splitter t~ = t~ = r~ = r& ——2 / and three
characteristic locations of the detectors so as to have
cosg = —1,0, 1. Let us first consider the case P = 0
for which the above probability reads

P(81~, 82~) 81,82) = (A —B)
= —sin (81 —82 ) sin (81 —82). (16)=1 2 ~ 2

4

We see that the probability unexpectedly factorizes left-
right and not up-down as one would be tempted to con-
jecture &om the initial up-down independence expressed
by the product of the "upper" and the "lower" function
in Eq. (1).

On the other hand, the incoming polarizations infl.u-
ence the coincidence counting even when we remove the
polarizers P1 and P2. Then, provided the right photons
arrive at the beam splitter within a sufBciently short time
and are separately detected by D1 and D2, we obtain

The probability shows that, for P = s, by removing the
polarizers we lose the spin correlation completely and
the coincidence counting remains unchanged no matter
how we turn the polarization planes of the incoming pho-
tons. This is opposite to P = 0 above, where, because
of Eq. (17), we could not have a coincidence for parallel
incident polarizations. The latter means that we obtain
the typical nonclassical 100% (ideally) coincidence rate
[24—26] as opposed to the classical treatment (maximum
50%), i.e., both photons go into only one of the arms. Let
us therefore have a closer look at the case of two photons
in a particular arm.

S. Bofh phofone in one a~
In order to treat both photons going into one arm prop-

erly (i.e., so as to make all the probabilities add up to one)
we have to switch to the experimental setup described in
the last paragraph of Sec. II A and employ four detectors
in each arm: D2, —D2, and D1,—Dl, in the upper
and lower arm, respectively. Let us do that for the upper
arm. Instead of EI f'rom Eq. (9) we must use

E2 = (aI~t~cos81+ a1„t„sin81)e' ~"
+i (a2 r cos81+ a2„r„sin81) e'""' ' *~' 'l (20)

P(81,82, oo, oo) = —sin (81 —82 ) .=1 2

2 so as to obtain the following analog of Eq. (11):(173
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A A

E2E2~ 4) = t r (rtz + r)2) cos 81 cos 82 cos 81 cos 82 + t~ry (I/2 cos 81 sin g2 + r12 sin gl cos 82) slI1 gl cos 82

+ty r~ (q2 sin 81 COS 82 + 'g2 COS 81 sin 82) cos 81 sin 82' + ty ry (Its + g2) sin 81' S1I182' Sin HI S1II 82 E
I ) '

(21)

where e = exp( —i [u)I (t —7'I) + w2 (t —rl)]),
exp i (kl r2 + k2 r2), and g2 —— exp[i(k2 r2
+k', r2)].

The corresponding probability of detecting the photons
by detectors D2, ,D2, is thus

setup described in the second paragraph of Sec. II A and
employ no additional detectors. We then obtain the prob-
ability of detecting both photons in the arm of, e.g. , D2
similarly to Eq. (12),

P(81, 82, 2 x 82)

P(81', 82', 81 X 82)= —(E2E2 E2E2)
2
1= —(C + D —2CD cos Q),2

(22)

{E E)
2

=l 2 2= —cos (gli —g2) cos (82' —82) (1+cosg), (28)

where 1j2 matches the possibility of both photons taking
the other arm and

C = t~rz cos 81' cos 82' cos 81 cos 82

+tyry Sln 81 SlIl 82 S1Il 81 Sln 82

+t&Ty S1Il 81 COS 82 Sln 81 COS 82

+tyr~ cos 81I sin 82I cos 81 sin 82,

where Q is automatically zero because of the coincidental
spatial recording of both photons. Of course, we cannot
add up this probability for the removed polarizers and the
probability (17) to 1 because the corresponding counts
are &om two different spaces of events.

B. Unpolarised photons

D = t~rz cos 81' cos 82~ cos 81 cos 82

+tyry slI1 81& slIl 82I slIl 81 sin 82

+t r„sin81 cos82 cos81slI182

+tyr cos81 Sin82 sin81COS82, (24)

To obtain the general probability for unpolarized light,
EI, E2 given by Eqs. (9) and (10) should be applied to
11-)III*)2 11-)IIIy)2 11y)III-)2 and IIy)IIIy)2 so as «
give four probabilities which then sum up to the following
correlation probability:

g = (kl —k2) r2 + (k2 —k', ) r2 = 2II(Z2 —Z2)/I,

(25)

where primes refer to the other photon of a different &e-

quency and the geometry of the detectors is of course
no longer the one shown in Fig. 1, but is, e.g. , following
Fig. 1 of Ref. [29]. We obtain an analogous probability
for the lower arm.

For a 50:50 beam splitter and @ = 0 the probability
reads

P (oo, oo, 81, 82)

4
—(t~ cos 81 + tsII1 HI)(t~ co's 82 + ty slI1 82)

+—(r cos 81+ r„sin 81)(r cos 82+ r„isn 8)2~C

2
——(t r cos81cos82+ t„r„singl sin82) cosg. (29)

l
P(81'& 82'

&
HI X 82) = —[Cos(HI' —82) COS(82' —81)

8
+ cos(HI& —81) cos(82~ —82)] (26)

For a 50:50 beam splitter this probability reads

l- 2P (oo, oo, 81, 82) = — 1 —cos P cos (82 —81)

To obtain the corresponding probability with the po-
larizers removed we have to add up probabilities for all
four possible outcomes &om the birefringent P2, which
we obtain by using Eqs. (7), (8), and two other possible
equations, which for both arms amounts to

P(81,82, oo x oo) = —t1 + cos (81 —82 )).
1 2 (27)

We see that this equation and Eq. (17) add up to one.
Another possible way of detecting both photons in one

arm, although far less reliable, is by means of noncoin-
cidental recording of only one of the detectors D1,D2,
assuming that the recording is triggered by two simul-
taneously arriving photons. In this case we keep to the

Comparing this result with the classical formula obtained
by Paul [30] for two amplitude-stabilized beams of equal
intensity which, apart from a normalization factor, reads

P., (81,82) = 3+ 2(1 —cosP) cos (82 —81),

we see that the quantum mechanical viaibility reaches its
maxim»m for P = 0 while the corresponding classical
visibility cannot be equal to zero at all.

In the end, for unpolarized photons and for P = 0 we
obtain

=1-2P(oo, oo, 81, 82) = —sin (82 —81) .
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Thus photons that arrive at the beam splitter unpolar-
ized emerge from it (anti)correlated in polarization when-
ever they appear at the opposite sides of the beam split-
ter. The overall probability of their appearance on one
side of the beam splitter is

P(oo, oo, 8y x 8z) = —1+cos (81 82)

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown that the fourth-order interference inter-
action between a beam splitter and two incoming photons
imposes polarization correlation on the emerging pho-
tons no matter whether they arrive at the beam splitter
polarized or unpolarized. In particular we have shown
[Eqs. (30) and (32)] that for an appropriate position of
the beam splitter, incoming unpolarized photons always
emerge perpendicularly polarized in particular directions.
More speci6cally, they appear prepared in a genuine sin-
glet state and enable conceiving an experiment in which
we can preselect spin-correlated photons from a set of
completely unpolarized and independent photons which
nowhere interacted [31].

When polarized photons arrive at a beam splitter and
the fourth-order interference takes place, one can use the

modulation of the polarizations in order to determine the
coincidence counting even when no outgoing polarization
is being measured. In particular we have shown [Eq. (17)]
that in predetermined directions, incoming parallelly po-
larized photons never emerge on two different sides of the
beam splitter. It is also interesting that the probability of
detecting both photons together on one side of the beam
splitter (by one detector) is structurally different from
the probability of 6nding them on both sides. The for-
mer depends on the direction of leaving the beam splitter
and allows a transmission of the left-right information of
the Bell type [Eq. (28)].
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